**Dress Up – Red Robot**  
Step-by-Step Craft Ideas

What you’ll need:
- Red Robot head template  
- Red paint or spray paint  
- Silver paint  
- Black paint  
- White card  
- Large cardboard box (for body)  
- Medium cardboard box (for head)  
- 2 jam jar lids (or something similar)  
- Black wire  
- Polystyrene ball (painted black)  
- Paint brushes  
- Scissors  
- Glue

1. Paint both boxes and jam jar lids red and leave to dry. Once dry, cut out holes from the larger box which are big enough to fit arms and head. This will be Red Robot’s body. Use silver paint to add details.

2. From the smaller box, cut out a hole large enough to fit head through at the bottom. Make the top of the box round. Do not cut off the flaps.

3. Bend side flaps and push inwards so they curve around the rounded top. If they do not meet in middle, attach piece of card to cover gap. Glue all pieces together so box is sturdy.

4. Print Red Robot face on white card. Paint using silver and red, leave to dry then cut out and stick to smaller box. Cut out holes for eyes. Add any details using pen and silver paint.

5. Create Red Robot’s antenna using black sticks and polystyrene balls. Create ears by gluing jam jar lids and two antennae to side of head.

6. Glue final antenna piece to the top of Red Robot’s head. Wear both parts of the costume with red trousers for the finished look!
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Dress Up – Red Robot head template
Complete your costume by printing out this plain letter shape template, paint the letter red, then cut it out and fix it to your top.